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Abstract
A batch machine is a machine that can process a number of jobs simultaneously as
a batch, and the processing time of a batch is equal to the longest processing time
of the jobs assigned to it. In this paper we present a polynomial time approximation
scheme (PTAS) for scheduling a batch machine to minimize the total completion time
with job release dates. Also, we present a fully polynomial time approximation scheme
(FPTAS) for scheduling an unbounded batch machine, which can process an arbitrary
number of jobs simultaneously, to minimize the total weighted completion time with
job release dates.
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1 Introduction
This research is concerned with the so-called burn-in model for scheduling wafer pro-
duction in semiconductor manufacturing [9]. Wafers (i.e., jobs) are produced by a batch
machine or batch processing machine that can process a number of jobs simultaneously
as a batch. Once the processing of a batch is initiated, it cannot be interrupted, nor
can other jobs be introduced into the batch. The processing time of a batch is equal to
the longest processing time of the jobs assigned to it. Then all the jobs processed in a
batch have the same start time and the same completion time. In this paper we study
the problem of scheduling a set of jobs J = {1, 2, . . . , n} on a batch machine that can
process up to c jobs simultaneously. Each job j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is associated with a
processing time pj and a release date rj, before which the job cannot be scheduled.
The scheduling objective is to minimize the total completion time
∑n
j=1Cj, where Cj
is the completion time of job j.
The problem is strongly NP-hard even for the case of c = 1, but it can be solved in
O(nc(c−1)) time if c ≥ 2 and all release dates are equal [2]. If c = 1 and all release dates
are equal, it can be solved in O(n log n) time by the shortest processing time (SPT)
rule. If c is variable and all release dates are equal, the complexity of the problem is still
open, but Hochbaum and Landy [8] presented a 2-approximation algorithm, which was
later improved by Cai et al. [3] to a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS).
For arbitrary release dates, Chen et al. [4] gave a (4 + ²)-approximation algorithm
for any ² > 0. Their algorithm is on-line and applicable even to the total weighted
completion time objective.
In this paper we present a PTAS for the batch machine scheduling problem with
arbitrary job release dates, which improves on the result of [3]. Unlike the work of
[3] that depends heavily on the structural properties developed in [8], our method
follows closely the seminal work of Afrati et al. [1]. We use the same basic tools as in
[1], namely geometric rounding, time stretching, small and large jobs partitioning and
dynamic programming, but the characteristics of the batch machine make the analysis
tricky. Our result also improves on the recent work of Deng et al. [5], who consider the
case where c is fixed.
A less restrictive version of the above problem is the unbounded version in which
c = +∞. For this case, Deng et al.[6] presented a PTAS. In this paper we give a fully
polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for the unbounded batch machine
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scheduling problem with a more general objective, i.e., the total weighted completion
time
∑n
j=1wjCj, where wj is the weight of job j. Our FPTAS is based upon the
pseudopolynomial dynamic programming algorithm developed in Liu et al. [10]. Also,
we note that the unbounded problem with the total weighted completion time objective
has been proved NP-hard in Deng and Zhang [7], but the complexity of the unbounded
problem with the total completion time objective is open.
The remainder of this paper is divided into two sections. In Section 2, we present
the PTAS for the total completion time problem on a bounded batch machine. In
Section 3, we present the FPTAS for the total weighted completion time problem on
an unbounded batch machine.
2 The total completion time problem on a bounded
batch machine
In this section we design a PTAS for the problem of minimizing total completion time
with release dates on a bounded batch machine.
2.1 The framework of our approach
Let 1
100
≥ ² > 0 and 1/² be integral. We partition the time interval (0,+∞) into
disjoint intervals of the form Ix = [Rx, Rx+1), where Rx = (1 + ²)
x and x ∈ Z =
{0,±1,±2, · · ·}. Ix will also be used to refer to the length of the interval [Rx, Rx+1),
thus Ix = Rx+1 −Rx = ²Rx.
As in Afrati et al. [1], we use a combination of several general techniques. The first
is geometric rounding that rounds up all processing times and release dates to integer
powers of 1+ ² to create a well-structured data set. The second is time stretching that
stretches each interval Ix by a factor of 1 + ² to create ²Ix units of extra space in it.
Each application of these two techniques potentially increases the objective value by a
factor of 1+ ², i.e., producing a 1+ ² loss. The third technique is to call each job small
or large with respect to a given interval. We call a job small with respect to Ix if its
processing time is less than ²3Ix = ²
4Rx; large, otherwise.
Lemma 1 With a 1+O(²) loss, we can assume that for each job j, both pj and rj are
integer powers of 1 + ², and rj ≥ ²pj.
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Proof First, we round up all pj to integer powers of 1+ ², which produces a 1+ ² loss.
Second, since adding an idle time being ² times the processing time before each batch
produces at most a 1 + ² loss, we can guarantee rj ≥ ²pj by increasing some release
dates. Third, we round up all rj to integer powers of 1+ ², which produces a 1+ ² loss
again. 2
Lemma 2 Each batch crosses at most s =
⌈
log1+²
(
1 + 1
²
)⌉
intervals.
Proof Let j be the longest job in a batch. Since both rj and pj are integer powers of
1 + ² but 1/² is not, rj ≥ ²pj implies rj > ²pj. Since rj > ²pj, the number of intervals
the batch containing job j crosses does not exceed the number of intervals j crosses
when it starts at ²pj. Then
s = log1+²(1 + ²)pj −
[
log1+² ²pj
]
=
⌈
log1+²
(
1 +
1
²
)⌉
.
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Let R = minnj=1 rj and D = max
n
j=1 rj +
∑n
j=1 pj. Then an optimal schedule will
span a time interval in [R,D]. We proceed to search for that schedule in [R,D]. Let
u and v be the indices of the first and last intervals among {Ix} that intersect [R,D],
namely u = log1+²R and v =
⌈
log1+²D
⌉
− 1. We group the intervals {Ix |u ≤ x ≤ v}
into blocks in the following manner. Let t =
⌈
5 log1+²
1
²
⌉
and m = d(v − u+ 1)/te.
Then {Ix |u ≤ x ≤ v} is partitioned into m blocks, denoted by B1,B2, . . . ,Bm, where
each of the first m − 1 blocks contains t intervals, while the last block contains the
remaining intervals. We schedule all jobs by dynamic programming one block at a
time. It is possible that a batch crosses several intervals, but since t > s, no batch can
cross an entire block. Also, we note that t has been set a much greater value than s
for further analysis. Let F (i, a, U) be the minimum total completion time for a given
set of jobs U , subject to the constraints: (i) all the jobs start before the end of block
Bi; (ii) all the jobs finish no later than a, where a is a time no earlier than the end of
Bi. Let F (0, R, ∅) = 0. Then
F (i+ 1, a′, U) = min
a∈A, V⊆U
{F (i, a, V ) +W (i+ 1, a, a′, U − V )} , (1)
where A is the set of possible values of a andW (i+1, a, a′, U−V ) is the minimum total
completion time for the job set U − V , subject to the constraints: (i) all the jobs start
between a and the end of Bi+1; (ii) all the jobs finish no later than a′. The optimal
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objective value is given by F (m,D,J ). To implement the dynamic programming
scheme in polynomial time, we must show that at each stage, a , a′ , U and V have a
polynomial number of choices andW (i+1, a, a′, U−V ) can be computed in polynomial
time.
Theorem 1 With a (1 + ²)2 loss, we can assume that a and a′ in (1) each have at
most s choices.
Proof Consider all blocks in order of increasing indices. If the last batch starting in
B1 crosses out of B1 and finishes at time C ∈ Ix(1), where Ix(1) is one of the first s− 1
intervals in B2, we round up C = Rx(1)+1, which increases the completion time of each
batch completing after Rx(1) by less than Ix(1). If the last batch starting in Bi crosses
out of Bi and finishes at time C ∈ Ix(i) after the rounding is done for B1,B2, . . . ,Bi−1, we
will round up C = Rx(i)+1. Since the last batches in two adjacent blocks are separated
by more than t − 2s > 2 log1+² 1² intervals, rounding up the completion times of the
batches crossing out of B1,B2, . . . ,Bi increases the completion time of each batch finally
completing after the end of Bi by less than
Ix(1) + · · ·+ Ix(i) < Ix(i)
1−
(
1
1+²
)2 log1+² 1²
=
Ix(i)
1− ²2 < Rx(i)+1 −Rx(i)−1 .
Thus, the objective value increases by less than a factor of (1 + ²)2 after the rounding
is done for all blocks. The analysis shows that a and a′ can be restricted to taking the
ends of Bi and Bi+1 or the ends of their next s− 1 intervals, respectively. 2
2.2 The choices of U and V
In this subsection, we discuss how to reduce the choices of U and V in (1).
Lemma 3 The large jobs released at Rx have at most t =
⌈
5 log1+²
1
²
⌉
distinct process-
ing times, and we can assume that there are at most c/²3 large jobs with the same
processing time released at Rx, which have a total processing time less than cIx/²
2.
Proof Since the processing time p of a large job released at Rx satisfies Rx/² ≥ p ≥
²4Rx and is an integer power of 1 + ², the number of distinct p is no more than
1 +
[
log1+²
Rx
²
]
−
⌈
log1+² ²
4Rx
⌉
≤ 1 +
[
5 log1+²
1
²
]
= t .
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The number of large jobs with processing time p that start in Ix is no more than
cIx
²3Ix
= c
²3
, and their total processing time is less than c(Ix + p) < cIx/²
2 if p < Ix, and
is no more than cp < cIx/²
2 if p ≥ Ix. Delaying the extra jobs to the next release date
satisfies our assumption. 2
Let l(S) denote the total length of all batches when a set S of available jobs is
first sorted according to the SPT rule and then divided into batches such that each
batch except the last one contains c jobs. Let Sx be the set of small jobs starting in
Ix. Obviously, l(Sx) exceeds the minimum total length of the batches consisting of the
jobs in Sx by less than ²3Ix.
Lemma 4 With a 1 +O(²) loss, we can assume that (i) no batch contains both small
and large jobs; (ii) in each interval, the batches of small jobs are scheduled before the
batches of large jobs; (iii) the jobs in Sx are scheduled as in computing l(Sx).
Proof For each Ix, we reschedule the jobs starting in Ix as follows: first sort the
jobs according to the SPT rule, and then divide them into batches such that the last
batch contains as many jobs as the original last batch, each middle batch contains c
jobs, and the beginning batch contains the remaining jobs. The rescheduling does not
increase the total length of the batches starting in each Ix and produces at most a 1+²
loss. Now, there is at most one mixed batch that starts in Ix and contains both small
and large jobs. We separate the small jobs from the mixed batch and reschedule all
the small jobs starting in Ix as in computing l(Sx). The operations increase the total
length of the batches starting in Ix by less than 2²
3Ix. Then stretching each Ix by a
factor of 1 + ² creates enough extra space. This completes the proof. 2
Lemma 5 Let σx be the SPT sequence of the unscheduled available jobs at Rx. With
a 1 +O(²) loss, we can assume that Sx is a beginning segment of σx.
Proof Consider all Sx in order of increasing indices. Let x be the currently smallest
index such that Sx is not a beginning segment of σx. We will replace Sx by S ′x that is
the longest beginning segment of σx such that l(S ′x) ≤ l(Sx). The jobs in Sx \ S ′x will
replace the jobs in S ′x \ Sx. Note that |Sx \ S ′x| ≤ |S ′x \ Sx|. We first divide the jobs in
Sx \ S ′x into batches as in computing l(Sx \ S ′x).
Let S be the subset of S ′x \ Sx consisting of the jobs starting in Iy (y > x). We
reschedule the small jobs starting in Iy such that the jobs in S are separated from the
others. Since there are at most two extra batches for each distinct processing time of
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the jobs in S, the rescheduling increases the total length of the batches starting in Iy
by no more than
2
∑
i<0
²3Ix(1 + ²)
i = 2²2Ix .
Then we replace S by some batches of Sx\S ′x exceeding the batches of S in total length
by at most ²3Ix. Note that we use as many batches as possible to replace S in earlier
Iy.
After all Sx with x < y are adjusted, the total length of the batches starting in Iy
increases by at most ∑
x<y
(
2²2Ix + ²
3Ix
)
= 2²Iy + ²
2Iy .
However, adjusting Sx with x ≥ y does not increase the total length of the batches
starting in Iy. Then stretching Iy by a factor of (1+ ²)
2 creates enough extra space. 2
Lemma 6 Let JSx be the set of small jobs released at Rx. With a 1+O(²) loss, we can
assume that l(JSx ) < (1 + ²
3)Ix.
Proof By Lemma 5, we can pick the jobs in JSx according to the SPT rule and delay
the remaining jobs to the next release date. Then the conclusion holds. 2
Lemma 7 With a 1 +O(²) loss, we can assume that all the jobs released at Rx finish
before Rx+t+1.
Proof By Lemmas 3 and 6, the jobs released at Rx can be divided into batches with
a total length less than (1 + ²3 + t/²2)Ix. Since 5 log1+²
1
²
< 1
²2
− 1 for 0 < ² ≤ 1
100
, it
holds that t < 1
²2
− ²2 − ²5, and hence,
(
1 + ²3 +
t
²2
)
Ix <
Ix
²4
< ²(1 + ²)tIx = ²Ix+t .
Then stretching Ix+t by a factor of 1 + ² creates enough extra space in (Rx, Rx+t+1)
such that all the jobs released at Rx can finish before Rx+t+1. 2
According to Lemma 7, the jobs released at Rx will be scheduled in the block
containing Ix or the next block. According to Lemma 3, there are at most (1 + c/²
3)t
ways to divide the large jobs released at Rx into two subsets. Since each block contains
at most t release dates, there are at most (1 + c/²3)t
2
ways to divide the large jobs
released in a block into two subsets, which can be reduced to (1 + ct/²3)t by further
analysis.
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We now consider the number of ways to divide the small jobs released in a block
into two subsets. For each JSx , by Lemma 5, it suffices to consider the number of
ways to divide the SPT sequence of JSx into two subsequences. We divide the schedule
constructed in computing l(JSx ) into at most d(1 + ²3)/²e = 1/² + 1 segments, where
the length of each segment is no more than ²Ix. If a subset S ⊆ JSx containing the first
k − 1 segments and a portion of the kth segment is scheduled in the block containing
Ix, then we can enlarge S to contain the first k segments after stretching Ix by a factor
of 1 + ². This implies that 2 + 1/² ways are sufficient for dividing JSx into two subsets.
Then, (2 + 1/²)t ways are sufficient for dividing the small jobs released in a block into
two subsets.
Theorem 2 With a 1 + O(²) loss, we can assume that U and V in (1) each have at
most (1/²)O(1) (ct/²4)
t
choices.
Proof The number of ways to divide the jobs released in a block into two subsets are
at most (
1 +
ct
²3
)t (
2 +
1
²
)t
=
(
1
²
)O(1) (ct
²4
)t
.
Since U should contain all the jobs released in blocks B1,B2, . . . ,Bi and a portion of
the jobs released in block Bi+1, its choices are determined by the number of ways to
divide the jobs released in block Bi+1. Similarly, the choices of V are determined by
the number of ways to divide the jobs released in block Bi. 2
2.3 Scheduling within a block
In this subsection we discuss how to compute W (i + 1, a, a′, U − V ), given a, a′ and
the job set U − V .
Lemma 8 With a (1+ ²)2 loss, we can assume that the last batch starting in Ix starts
at one of the times Rx + k²Ix (0 ≤ k ≤ 1² − 1).
Proof If the last batch starting in Ix starts in (Rx + k²Ix, Rx + (k + 1)²Ix) (0 ≤ k ≤
1
²
− 1), we can delay its start time to Rx + (k + 1)²Ix, which increases the completion
time of each batch starting after Rx by less than ²Ix. Delaying the batches starting in
Ix with x ≤ y to satisfy our assumption increases the completion times of the batches
finally starting after Ry by less than∑
x≤y
²Ix < (1 + ²)Iy = ²(1 + ²)Ry .
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Thus, the objective value increases by less than a factor of (1 + ²)2 after delaying all
batches. 2
We first schedule the large jobs starting in block Bi+1. Note that after the longest
job in a batch is determined, the other jobs in the batch can be selected greedily among
the currently available jobs. Then a batch is determined completely by its longest jobs.
Since the large jobs available at Rx have at most t distinct processing times and at
most 1/²3 batches of large jobs can start in Ix, we have at most (1+ t)
1/²3 ways to form
the batches of large jobs starting in Ix. Since a block contains t intervals, we have at
most (1+ t)t/²
3
ways to form the batches of large jobs starting in block Bi+1. According
to Lemma 4, the batches of large jobs will be scheduled after the batches of small jobs
in each Ix. So, according to Lemma 8,
1
²t
(1 + t)t/²
3
ways suffice for scheduling the
large jobs starting in block Bi+1. Each way requires no more than O(ht) time, where
h = |U − V |.
Note that Lemma 8 also implies that no batch of small jobs crosses out of an interval.
After the batches of large jobs starting in Ix are scheduled, according to Lemma 5, the
set of small jobs in Ix will be taken as the possibly longest beginning segment of σx that
can be contained in the remaining space in Ix while being scheduled as in computing
l(Sx). It requires no more than O(h) time to schedule the small jobs in Ix given σx.
So, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 3 With a 1 + O(²) loss, W (i + 1, a, a′, U − V ) in (1) can be computed in
O
(
t
²t
(1 + t)t/²
3
h+ h log h
)
time.
2.4 The main theorem
According to Lemma 7, we may omit the latter one of any two consecutive blocks in
which no job is released. Thus, it actually needs no more than 2n stages to compute a
1+O(²)-approximation of F (m,D,J ) by (1). Combining this fact with Theorems 1, 2
and 3, we obtain the following conclusion.
Theorem 4 The problem of minimizing total completion time with release dates on a
batch machine has a PTAS.
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3 The total weighted completion time problem on
an unbounded batch machine
In this section, we present an FPTAS for the problem of minimizing total weighted
completion time with release dates on an unbounded batch machine. Let 1/4 ≥ ² > 0
and 1/² be integral. We partition the time interval (0,+∞) into disjoint intervals
{Ix |x ∈ Z} as in Section 2. Like Lemma 1, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 9 With a 1 + O(²) loss, we can assume that for each j, rj ≥ ²pj and rj are
integer powers of 1 + ².
Lemma 10 With a 1 +O(²) loss, we can assume that each batch completes at one of
the times in
A = {Rx + k²Ix |x ∈ Z , 1 ≤ k ≤ 1/²} .
Proof Consider all Ix in order of increasing indices. If a batch starts before Rx and
completes in (Rx + (k − 1)²Ix, Rx + k²Ix) (1 ≤ k ≤ 1/²), we delay its completion time
to Rx + k²Ix. Afterwards, we combine all the batches contained within Ix into a new
batch and let the new batch complete at the earliest time in {Rx + k²Ix | 1 ≤ k ≤ 1/²}.
These two operations increase the completion time of each job finally completing in Ix
by less than Ix and the completion time of each batch finally completing after Rx+1
by less than 2²Ix. After performing the two operations for all Ix with x ≤ y, the
completion time of each batch completing in Iy increases by less than∑
x<y
2²Ix + Iy < 3Iy = 3²Ry .
Thus, the objective value increases by less than a factor of 1/(1− 3²) after performing
the two operations for all Ix. This completes the proof. 2
Lemma 11 In a schedule with the property in Lemma 10, any job completes within
O(1/²2) intervals of its release date.
Proof Let job j be released at Rx. It holds that
pj ≤ Rx
²
≤ ²2(1 + ²)tRx = ²Ix+t ,
where t =
⌈
3 log1+²(1/²)
⌉
= O(1/²2). So, if (Rx+t, Rx+t+ ²Ix+t) is idle, we can schedule
job j into the interval and the conclusion holds. If the interval has been occupied
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(wholly or partially) by a batch, we can add job j to the batch, which does not increase
the completion time of any other job in a schedule with the property in Lemma 10.
Since the batch has a length of no more than ²Ix+2t, j will complete before Rx+2t. The
conclusion holds too. 2
Combining Lemmas 10, 11 and the pseudopolynomial algorithm in [10], we can
construct an FPTAS for the total weighted completion time problem on an unbounded
batch machine. Let α and γ be the job sequences such that rα(1) ≤ rα(2) ≤ · · · ≤ rα(n)
and pγ(1) ≤ pγ(2) ≤ · · · ≤ pγ(n), respectively. Let α(i, j) = {α(i), α(i + 1), · · · , α(j)}
and γ(i, j) = {γ(i), γ(i+1), · · · , γ(j)}. Let J(i1, i2; k) = α(i1, i2)∩γ(1, k). In addition,
we introduce an auxiliary job n + 1 with rn+1 = rα(n) and pn+1 = wn+1 = 0. Let
α(n+ 1) = γ(n+ 1) = n+ 1. We will schedule job n+ 1 as the last job.
Let F (i1, i2; k1; k2; a, a
′) (k1 < k2 and a, a′ ∈ A) denote the minimum total weighted
completion time when scheduling the jobs among J(i1, i2; k1)∪{γ(k2)} into the interval
[a, a′], subject to the constraint that each batch completes at one of the times in A and
job γ(k2) completes at time a
′. If J(i1, i2; k1) = ∅, then
F (i1, i2; k1; k2; a, a
′) =
 wγ(k2)a
′ , if max{rγ(k2), a} ≤ a′ − pγ(k2)
+∞, otherwise.
Generally, F (i1, i2; k1; k2; a, a
′) can be computed recursively as follows.
(i) If γ(k1) 6∈ α(i1, i2), then J(i1, i2; k1) = J(i1, i2; k1 − 1) and we have
F (i1, i2; k1; k2; a, a
′) = F (i1, i2; k1 − 1; k2; a, a′) .
(ii) If γ(k1) ∈ α(i1, i2) and rγ(k1) > a′ − pγ(k2), then job γ(k1) cannot be scheduled
in [a, a′], and hence F (i1, i2; k1; k2; a, a′) = +∞.
(iii) If γ(k1) ∈ α(i1, i2) and rγ(k1) ≤ a′ − pγ(k2), we have
F (i1, i2; k1; k2; a, a
′) = min
 F (i1, i2; k1 − 1; k2; a, a
′) + wγ(k1)a
′
min{H(b) | b ∈ A′} ,
where the first term is taken if job γ(k1) is processed in the batch including job γ(k2),
and in the second term,
A′ =
{
b ∈ A
∣∣∣max{rγ(k1), a}+ pγ(k1) ≤ b ≤ a′ − pγ(k2)}
and H(b) = H1(b) +H2(b) is taken if job γ(k1) completes at time b. We note that the
first term will not be taken when k2 = n+ 1, i.e., job n+ 1 will occupy the last batch
alone.
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H1(b) is the contribution to H(b) of the jobs processed in [a, b]. It is reasonable to
assume that none of the jobs with release dates no more than b−pγ(k1) in J(i1, i2; k1−1)
is scheduled after the batch including job γ(k1) since they have processing times no more
than pγ(k1). Let i
′
2 (i1 ≤ i′2 ≤ i2) be the maximum index satisfying rα(i′2) ≤ b − pγ(k1).
Then,
H1(b) = F (i1, i
′
2; k1 − 1; k1; a, b) .
H2(b) is the contribution to H(b) of the jobs processed in [b, a
′]. It obviously holds
that
H2(b) = F (i
′
2 + 1, i2; k1 − 1; k2; b, a′) .
By computing F (1, n;n;n + 1; rα(1), L) recursively, where L = rα(n)(1 + ²)
O(1/²2),
we can obtain a 1 + O(²)-approximation of the optimal objective value. A 1 + O(²)-
approximate schedule can be found by backtracking.
Now we analyse the complexity of the recursion in the above dynamic programming
formulation. According to Lemma 11, we need only to consider O(n/²2) intervals
immediately following n release dates. In each interval, a and a′ each have O(1/²)
choices. Then, a and a′ together have O(n2/²6) choices, and the size of the domain of
F (i1, i2; k1; k2; a, a
′) is O(n6/²6). To obtain the vaule of each F (i1, i2; k1; k2; a, a′), we
need at most O(n/²3) time (see cases (i)-(iii)). Thus, the complexity of the recursion
is O(n7/²9), which leads to the following conclusion.
Theorem 5 The problem of minimizing total weighted completion time with release
dates on an unbounded batch machine has an FPTAS.
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